



















Contrasts： or, The Power of Religion Exem-



























If you walked near his house, you saw groups
 
of labourers,here,and there,and everywhere－
removing ground － widening rivers － building
 
bridges － or employed in other expensive oper-
ations； none of which had been well consid-
ered,or was conducted with the least taste, or
 
judgment； for he had too high an opinion of
 
himself to follow the advice of anyone.His pro-
jects were all in opposition to nature. He
 
seemed to delight in difficulties. If a piece of
 
rising ground stood in his way, instead of cast-
ing about, how to turn it into a beauty, he
 
would immediately order it, tho of considerable
 

























“Moral”in Gilpin’s Moral Contrasts



























































His patrimonial timber cast its leaf,
Sells the last scantling,and transfers the price
 
To some shrewd sharper,ere it buds again.
Estates are landscapes, gaz’d upon a while,










Improvement too, the idol of the age,
Is fed with many a victim.Lo,he comes －
The omnipotent magician,Brown appears.
Down falls the venerable pile, th’abode
 
Of our forefathers － a grave whisker’d race,
But tasteless.Springs a palace in its stead,
But in a distant spot； where more expos’d
 
It may enjoy th’advantage of the north,
And agueish east,till time shall have transform’d
 
Those naked acres to a shelt’ring grove.
He speaks.The lake in front becomes a lawn,
Woods vanish,hills subside,and valleys rise,
And streams as if created for his use,
Pursue the track of his directing wand
 
Sinuous or strait,now rapid and now slow,
Now murm’ring soft,now roaring in cascades
 




































In the meantime Mr. Willoughby’s improve-
ments,which had gone on leisurely, had now
 
attained great perfection.His trees were well-
grown； and he had the satisfaction to see the
 
plan,which he had originally formed with so
 
much judgment, now opening more and more
 
into scenes of beauty.Every thing as in excel-
lent order： his trees, and his shrubs were
 
healthy： his lawns and his walks perfectly
 
neat.... It was one of his great pleasures to
 
see his tenants under good roofs； and he
 
thought nothing was lost by making every thing
 
convenient about them. What timber he cut
 
down,was only such as called for the axe；
and in its room he planted thousands of trees
 
all over his domains,where wood could possibly
 
















It was one of his great rules also, never to
 
fight with nature.Her clue guided all his opera-
tions.Where she led, he followed： and thus,
at the same time he formed the most beautiful
 
scenes, and saved more than three fourths of
 
the expence,which his precipitate neighbour
 
























For all the other purposes of scenery, inferior
 
trees, if they be full grown, answer tolerably
 
well； and when intermixed with stunted trees,
and brush-wood, as they are in all the wild
 
parts of the forest, they are more beautiful,
than if the whole scene was composed of trees
 
of the stateliest order. Interstices are better
 
f i l l e d； a n d a m o r e u n i f o r m w h o l e i s
 
produced.－ Considered in this light a forest is
 
a picture of the world. We find trees of all
 
ages, kinds, and degrees － the old, and the
 
young － the rich, and the poor － the stately,
and the depressed － the healthy, and the in-
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Indeed the natural and moral constitution and
 
government of the world are so connected, as
 
to make up together but one scheme： and it is
 
highly probable, that the first is formed and
 
carried on merely in subserviency to the latter；
as the vegetable world is for the animal, and
 
organized bodies for minds. But the thing
 
intended here is,without inquiring how far the
 
administration of the natural world is subordi-
nate to that of the moral, only to observe the
 
credibility, that one should be analogous or sim-
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